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When can you turn your finances around. This book says immediately.With over 15 testimonies

from those who have been exposed to the revelations in this testifying of financial abundance within

months and sometimes weeks, the author could not help but expose the information to more people

for their benefit.The revelations are explosive and will cause immediate results in the financial lives

of individuals.it will completely alter financial perspectives and take many out of lack and the

financial rat race.Financial abundance has been made so easy to those exposed to the works in this

book. It is amazing the effect the revelations are having worldwide. You cannot afford to miss

out.Below are a few words from those who have been exposed to the revelations during the

coaching version of the revelations in this book:1. Before I attended this great program, both my life

and my finances were in shambles. I was a passenger on earth. But after the first day of the

program I began to notice a positive change and a shift in my life. When Dr. Francis spoke, he

interrupted the thoughts of failure and lack going on in my mind. He helped restore the belief in me

that I could climb the ladder of success and get to the top. He helped change the program that was

running in me and helped me become a conscious Creator of my future... After one month, I turned

$100 into $3,000. You can read my book on  titled; "SECRET TO HAVING ALL YOU WANT" I wrote

that book after he helped me find my purpose in life and helped me establish my enterprise in less

than 3 months. Today am happy to recommend this program to you, it will transform your life and

finances. - MICHAEL ENDWELL2. After I attended the financial coaching program last year 2016, in

less than 3 months I started my own business and 3 months later I bought my own house... I

recommend this program to anyone who wants more out of life. - JAMES BARNABAS3. Because of

this financial coaching program, I was able to start my own business. Today I am very proud of

where I am financially. My life would have still been a mess if not for this program. I will recommend

this program to anyone especially women who want to attain financial freedom. I am a very young

woman and what I have attained financially still remains a wonder to me. There are people you

meet that just have a way of making your life so much better. Dr. Francis is one of them. - POSH4.

What still keeps me wondering is how fast this program transformed me and my finances.This

program has turned my whole life around. Because of this Program I have moved from a struggling

small business owner to one who employs people. I highly recommend this program... - STANLEY
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The book had valuable information for which I am grateful, yet it was frustrating to read. The author

talks about all of the money he has made yet he has not paid anyone to edit his book to make the

words flow smoother. It took me longer to read the book than it should have because of that. Also

the continuous blurbs to join the author's coaching program were annoying.

The author did a thorough job of explaining how to increase according to the Word of God. The

revelation that is shared will help anyone when faith is applied.

A Great Book with Bible Verses to Back it Up! I can't wait to join his Coaching Program to see Real

Results for Myself! Just like his Testimonies state from other People that have been Blessed by his

Coaching!

A great eye opener in the fundamentals of God's financial system. Brief and straight to the point... A

definite must read to be read with an open mind.



God created you for abundance! He created you in His image. He is not broke, sick, or in lack and

neither should you be! Reading this book will help you renew you mind and thinking the way God

intended. When I read it, I could feel faith arise and fear and doubt diminish. I can't wait to read it

again.

This book is a must for every Christian to read. If you read this book and take action you will

definitely prosper!

This books provides a different perspective from a biblical standpoint. There are bible verses that

coincide with various topics. It shows you how think and act differently as it pertains to finance or the

lack thereof.

Awesome Book ! I haven't read many books like this maybe it wasn't time. Now the book has come

giving me great insight. I am grateful. Thanks Francis Jonah
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